
ALLSEATING
FOR EVERY
SITUATION.



Whether we’re working, collaborating or learning, we spend a lot of time sitting.  
At Allseating, we’ve spent over three decades designing and manufacturing seating 
solutions that are more comfortable, innovative and functional for the corporate, 
education and healthcare vertical markets. From flexible chairs that accommodate 
your every move, to affordable and sustainable solutions that adjust to your evolving 
business needs, our seating solutions work with you, and for you. Plus, you’ll find  
total peace of mind with our customer service and warranty.

CUSTOMER COMMITMENT

While our customers like what we do, they also like how we do it. Our four-step 
customer interaction process involves gaining an in-depth awareness of who our 
customers are, assessing their needs, consulting with them on the right solutions  
and providing thorough proposals. We put customers first – and it shows.

AWARD-WINNING ACCESSIBLE DESIGN

Proud of our collection of products, many of our products have been recognized in 
international competitions, including GOOD Design, Best of NeoCon and Interior Design 
Magazine’s Best of Year Award. From the stylish Lyss® to the revolutionary You®,  
we have a reputation for improving how you sit while supporting your bottom-line.

EASY TO SPECIFY

Our nimble manufacturing team has mastered the art of adjusting solutions to meet 
your changing needs. Through our revolutionary SpecAll™ online specification tool,  
you can browse detailed product information and utilize our innovative ‘build and  
price’ feature to see a real-time representation of any Allseating product. Modify any 
product with options and features to fit your taste. Our products and selection tools  
are designed to make life easier for you. You can also price, save and share your 
product from any mobile device. Our entire product library is available via CAP/20-20 
Giza Studio™ and 2020technologies.com.

HIGHEST STANDARDS

Our 250+ products span every category, from hospitality and healthcare to task  
and training. Together, our team of ergonomic experts, design specialists and engineers 
ensure our seating stands up to the highest expectations. Plus, every day we’re adding 
more. If you need anything you don’t see here, give us a call. We'll work with you through 
our Special Product Request (SPR) program to meet any of your customization needs.

QUICKSHIP

It’s one thing to find the right product for the right price, but it’s another thing to  
get it when you need it. We have the most extensive Quickship* (QS) offering in  
the industry with a QS configuration available for 70 percent of our product families.  
Most product configurations are ready to be shipped within 72 hours of a clean order 
(maximum of 25 units per model to qualify). Eligible products from our Foster collection 
are also available with 5-Day shipping when standard finishes and options are selected.
* Products that provide a configuration that is eligible for the Quickship program.

AN INDUSTRY LEADING WARRANTY

We stand behind our high-quality products with an industry-leading warranty  
of 10 years on not only parts, but also labor. When your products are as well 
engineered as ours, you can back them with the best warranty in the business.

AFFORDABLE 
INNOVATION.
SERVICE 
EXCELLENCE.
FLEXIBILITY.



YOU® Features a revolutionary U-Shaped back suspension designed  
to flex and bow in support of the lumbar and to promote active sitting. 

YOU TOO® A more modest version of our revolutionary You chair  
with an optimized nylon frame that is available in black or smoke.

LEVO® Features a proprietary ‘hands-on’ back adjustment system  
that provides lumbar support at five intervals. Its Y-shaped back and 
three-point pivot system support every move.

LYSS® Its polypropylene dual-shell construction, one for flexibility  
and one for rigidity, makes it natural for any user to find their most 
optimal and comfortable seating position. Available in 5-prong base  
with swivel mechanism.

TASK Task seating is a labor of love for us. We know that humans weren’t 
designed to sit all day, so we’ve worked hard to design a collection  
of task seating that allows you to sit comfortably and work productively. 
Our highly dynamic, ergonomic solutions promote proper posture, 
keeping your core muscles engaged, your back supported and your  
mind at its best. Not every task is easy, but it will feel like it is in  
an Allseating task chair.

YOU® QS QS

LEVO®
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ENTAIL® A value-added chair with dual-function arms, a seat shroud  
and integrated seat slider offered standard on the InStock version. Available  
in fully upholstered or in a multitude of mesh back colors and with either  
a smoke or black frame finish. Also available with an optional headrest and 
lumbar for the mesh version. For the fully upholstered version, the lumbar  
is built in.

M.O.® A stylish, price-savvy chair that is ideal for a range of activities,  
including mobile work environments. Available fully upholstered or with  
a breathable mesh back in a variety of colors and styles.

INERTIA® A classically modern task chair that comes in highback,  
midback and Plus+ for maximum versatility. Available fully upholstered  
or with a lightweight, breathable woven mesh back in a myriad of colors.

ZIP® An affordable, yet stylish fully upholstered task chair available  
in Midback and Highback as well as a Midback mesh version. A black  
leather version is always in-stock for quick shipping.

FLUID® A highly-adjustable task chair with a breathable, elastomeric,  
tight-weave mesh to maximize support. Various control mechanisms,  
arm and seat styles adjust to diverse needs. Also available with optional  
lumbar and headrest. 

TUCK® COLLABORATIVE A height-adjustable collaborative swivel chair  
that’s suitable for small boardrooms, executive meeting rooms and  
touchdown stations. Available in polypropylene, partially upholstered  
or fully upholstered.

MULTITEK™ A polypropylene task chair with a sleek back design and  
tilt mechanism.

TASK 
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PRESTO® A task chair with a contoured back design, a thicker seat and 
highly-durable construction. Available in a wide range of mechanism  
and arm options. Also available in Petite.

CHIROFORM™ ULTRA An intensive task chair that offers the same 
double curve back rest support as the base Chiroform series, but with 
enhanced seat and arm adjustment options.

CHIROFORM™ BIG A sturdy, ergonomic seating series that stands up to 
non-stop usage in task-intensive work environments. Its fully contoured, 
double-curve backrest offers an optional lumbar support.

THERAPOD® An intensive task chair with patented, body-specific strap 
adjustments to support the thoracic spine. Highback, extra highback  
and Therapist options are available.

STOOLS Our stools provide quick and comfortable solutions to sit as clinicians 
and teachers alike collaborate and connect with colleagues or patients. 
Considering everything from ergonomics to economics, every Allseating 
stool supports, while maximizing space in the environment.

TASK 
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FLUID® TASK STOOL A breathable, elastomeric mesh stool that 
improves circulation. Available with an optional upholstered seat.

ZIP® STOOL An affordable, stylish stool available in a variety of  
distinct mesh patterns or fully upholstered. 

CHIROFORM™ ULTRA STOOL Features the same fully contoured  
back of the Chiroform series with added height adjustment.

PRESTO® STOOL Delivers the magical combination of versatility,  
durability and functionality at varying work heights.

YOU® STOOL An ergonomic midback stool featuring  
a revolutionary U-shaped back to promote active sitting. 

YOU TOO® STOOL Provides the same revolutionary ergonomic  
support as the You Stool, but with an optimized nylon frame. 

LEVO® SIT TO COUNTER A Sit to Counter stool that can  
be adjusted to support working at a standard desk or counter.

INERTIA® STOOL A contemporary stool that offers comfort,  
support and style. Available with a mesh back or fully upholstered back.

STOOLS 
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CONFERENCE The conference room is where successful business relationships begin, 
and where first and lasting impressions are made. Our conference 
seating does just that, perfectly reflecting your culture, and who you  
are as a company. Paying attention to the materials, details and 
accents, our solutions seamlessly bring together quality, economy, 
innovation and stability. With highly customizable collections and 
contemporary design, you’ll have seating solutions that naturally lead  
to increased productivity and collaboration.

STOOLS 

ASTUTE® COUNTER STOOL

TUCK® STOOLS

ASTUTE® BAR STOOL

INERTIA® BAR STOOL

ASTUTE® STOOLS Versatile counter and bar height stools available in  
4-leg or sled versions, and a combination of upholstery, frame colors and  
arm options that can be mixed and matched. Backs and seats are available  
in polypropylene, fully upholstered and wood.

TUCK® STOOLS A lightweight, stackable stool available in either  
counter or bar height. Backs are available in polypropylene and fully 
upholstered. Seats are available in polypropylene, upholstered seat  
pad and fully upholstered.

INERTIA® BAR STOOL A lightweight stool that’s ideal for hospitality,  
lounge and cafeteria environments. Available with a mesh back or  
fully upholstered.



AYLES™

CONFERENCE LYSS® Exuding mid-century modern appeal while embodying a ‘think 
outside the box’ mentality, Lyss’ smart silhouette makes it not only highly 
unique but a beautiful addition for any conference room. Available in 
5-prong base with either swivel or height-adjustable mechanism.

INERTIA® A classically modern conference chair available with mesh back 
or fully upholstered. Midback, highback and Plus+ available.

ZIP® MESH Our affordable Zip conference series is available in a variety  
of distinct mesh patterns.

AYLES™ Constructed with a back suspension that conforms to the shape of 
the user's back, offering optimal lumbar support. Available in either a lounge 
or caster base. For even more comfort, a matching ottoman allows users to 
put their feet up for proper recline and engaged work position.

REQUISITE® A modern conference chair supported by an invisible  
back suspension and steel construction. Available in midback  
or highback. Includes an aluminum, black or smoke loop arm  
or fully upholstered arm.

REQUISITE® 7-ARM Our Requisite conference chair with a distinctive 
aluminum 7-arm design. Arm caps available in black or smoke.

RAY® This post-modern conference chair is a multiple award winner. 
Can be specified with a knee-tilt or responsive React™ mechanism.  
Midback and highback options are available.

ZIP® UPHOLSTERED An affordable yet stylish fully upholstered 
conference chair. Midback and highback options are available, as well  
as a black leather InStock version for quick ship.
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GUEST Whether you need seating for guests in a waiting room or want flexible  
options when it’s time to collaborate with a larger group, our seating 
solutions bring people together to learn, share and connect – in a 
comfortable and convenient way. 

TUCK® Stacking up to 35 chairs high, this award-winning portable design  
is ideal for cafés, hospitality and training environments and is available in  
4-leg or sled base with polypropylene back and seat, partially or fully 
upholstered. The Tuck series includes arm or armless and 14 interchangeable 
paint and polypropylene varieties as well as a chrome finish for a myriad of  
style options.

ASTUTE® Featuring elegant curves and over 85 mix-and-match options, 
Astute gives you endless choices. Arm variations include armless, penguin, 
or loop arm. Back and seat styles are available in 14 polypropylene colors, 
partially upholstered, fully upholstered and wood, while frame finishes include  
2 matte paints for arms and frames, chrome and 14 paint colors to match the 
polypropylene colors.

TUCK® STACKER SLED

ASTUTE®

TUCK® 4-LEG

ASTUTE® UPHOLSTERED
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INERTIA® Breathable, flexible and lightweight, Inertia guest chairs  
are highly versatile. Available in either upholstered or breathable mesh  
back and in a Plus+ frame. 

RAINBOW™ Features a 14-gauge steel frame and a double-curved  
back that can be specified round or square. Available in standard,  
wide and junior seat widths, with either a 4-leg or sled base.

TUCK® NESTER Portable, storable and versatile. Available in partially 
upholstered, fully upholstered or polypropylene seat/back.

YOU® Sharing the same U-Shaped design philosophy as the  
You task chair, this guest chair is available with an encapsulated frame  
in black or smoke and 4 mesh colors.

GUEST LYSS® Highly flexible, this customizable collection of integrative  
side seating addresses the diverse needs of today’s workforce, making  
it perfect for conversation and collaboration. Available in 4-leg wood or 
4-prong metal options. 

MULTISTACK™ A polypropylene chair featuring a Flexion™ seat, provides 
continuous support. Available with arms or no arms and also with an 
upholstered seat pad. Stacks 12 on a dolly.

MULTIFLEX® The Flexion seat passively flexes and the molded back  
pivots back and forth to conform to body movement. Available with an  
optional tablet or basket.

ZIP® A guest chair designed to complement our Zip series, available in  
a myriad of distinctive mesh styles.
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MULTIFLEX®
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PUBLIC SPACES When it comes to creating smart seating solutions for public spaces, 
we have all the support you need. Our collection of seating offers 
quality design, innovative ergonomic features, flexible configurations 
and maximum durability. Taking inspiration from residential  
and hospitality design, our head-to-toe solutions make everyone  
feel at home.

AYLES™ Constructed with a back suspension that conforms to the shape of 
the user's back, offering optimal lumbar support. Available in either a lounge 
or caster base. For even more comfort, a matching ottoman allows users to 
put their feet up for proper recline and engaged work position.

LYSS® Embodying comfort, quality, and a timeless look that’s not limited  
to a particular passing trend or design era, Lyss is a versatile addition to any 
public space. Available in 4-leg metal or wood base options.

JIF® A modern stool that features a subtle waterfall edge to provide relief  
to the hamstrings. Available with a Still or Sway base for gentle rocking  
or swiveling.

EXCHANGE® SINGLE For environments where people 'exchange' ideas, this 
single chair from our modular soft seating line is perfect for reception seating.

AYLES™

JIF®

LYSS®
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EXCHANGE® LINEAR Exchange is a modular soft seating system  
comprised of just seven partially recycled injection-molded plastic  
components and a series of support rails, allowing for 2725 different  
standard configurations, that include double, triple and quad.  

EXCHANGE® L, U AND MODULAR The understated modern aesthetic,  
and its versatility make Exchange the perfect solution across the board,  
from standard L-shape and U-shape to customized modular configurations.

PUBLIC SPACES

EXCHANGE® L 4X3

EXCHANGE® L 2X3 EXCHANGE® MODULAR

EXCHANGE® U 4X2EXCHANGE® DOUBLE EXCHANGE® TRIPLE

EXCHANGE® QUAD EXCHANGE® U 4X4



FOSTER® LOUNGE DOUBLE

FOSTER® GUEST SINGLE QS HALSA® GUEST SINGLE

FOSTER® BENCH WITH TABLE

FOSTER® GUEST SINGLE A guest chair that features a webbed  
seat suspension and steel construction. Available in three seat  
sizes and with your choice of removable mesh or upholstered back,  
open and closed arms, and optional intervening arms. Tandem options  
create multiple-seat configurations.

HALSA® GUEST SINGLE A streamlined guest chair that’s ideal for  
clinics where space is more modern. Available with open or closed  
arms and a range of frame and arm finishes.

FOSTER® LOUNGE DOUBLE A stylish two-seater that maximizes  
space and provides superior comfort. Available with open, closed arm  
or armless.

FOSTER® BENCH WITH TABLE A bench that seamlessly combines 
supportive cushions and an inline Thermofoil table surface.

HEALTHCARE Healthcare facilities are evolving into collaborative, calm, and inviting 
spaces for patients, healthcare workers and families. Our solutions 
span the entire continuum of care, with a variety of configurations and 
endless fabric and finishing choices that are durable, easy to clean, 
ergonomic and easy on the eyes too. We make out-patient areas more 
comfortable, waiting areas warmer and lounge areas feel more like 
home, even when home isn’t an option. 

PUBLIC SPACES



FOSTER® SLEEP CHAIR A chair that supports the seated, lounge and  
sleep positions. The wall-saving design safeguards both the chair and walls 
from wear and damage. Available in standard and wide widths.

FOSTER® PATIENT RECLINER A patient recliner that reflects modern  
and empathic design that stands up to the demands of the healthcare 
environment, while providing the highest level of comfort. Available with 
removable covers and controls on either side. 

FOSTER® SLED A patient chair with a sled base for increased flex in  
the back. Available with either a mesh or upholstered back  
at 41-inch and 44-inch back heights.

FOSTER® ROCKER A supportive patient chair with rocker base  
to provide a calming motion and relaxing effect. Available with either  
a mesh or upholstered back at 41-inch and 44-inch back heights.

HEALTHCARE FOSTER® HIP A patient chair at an easy-access height to minimize risk  
of injury. Available with either a mesh or upholstered back.

FOSTER® PATIENT A highback chair that balances comfort and durability. 
Available in three seat widths and with either a mesh or upholstered back  
at 41-inch and 44-inch back heights.

HALSA® PATIENT A highly durable patient chair with built-in lumbar 
support that’s ideal for clinics and wellness facilities where space is at  
a premium. Available with open or closed arms.

ASTUTE® PLUS Our incredibly versatile and customizable Astute in  
a plus frame for healthcare application. Available in fully upholstered  
with loop arm.
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TORONTO 
5800 Avebury Road, Unit 2 
Mississauga, ON L5R 3M3

CHICAGO*
325 North Wells Street, Suite 210 
Chicago, IL 60654

NEW YORK*
1140 Broadway, Suite 307 
New York, NY 10001
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VISIT ALLSEATING.COM
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